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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a projective, absolutely non-singular and irreducible curve of genus 
~2 over a field k which is complete with respect to a discrete valuation. A 
theorem of P. Deligne and D. Mumford states: (*) there exists a finite field 
extension 1 of k and a projective, flat IO-scheme x of finite presentation (1’ 
denotes the valuation ring of 1 and Tis the residue field of 1) such that (i) 
xxlnXx,l and (ii) XxTis a stable curve over L 
In this paper the result (*) is generalized to the case of arbitrary complete 
fields k (w.r.t. some non-archimedean valuation). The proof is necessarily very 
far from the known algebraic proofs of stable reduction since N&on minimal 
models and desingularization of surfaces lose their meaning or validity for non- 
discrete valuation rings. 
In $ 1 an existence proof of the stable analytic reduction is given for curves 
over an algebraically closed and complete fields K. The first step in this is an 
analytic proof valid for very big fields K (i.e. K maximally complete and with 
the positive real numbers as value group). Then a descent to complete, algebrai- 
cally closed fields is made. This descent can be done entirely with valuation 
theory as in shown in the preprint [9]. The final result (1.9) of 0 1 fills in a gap 
in the theory of analytic reductions as presented in [4] Ch. V. In 0 2 explicit 
analytic reductions are constructed with the help of divisors of finite order. In 
0 3 the analytic stable reduction is translated into the algebraic statement (*) 
above and a further descent to arbitrary complete fields is made. The appendix 
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provides a proof of more or less known properties of curves and affinoids used 
in 0 1. I am grateful to J. Fresnel and W. Ltitkebohmert for their critical 
remarks concerning this paper. 
$ l.EXISTENCEOFAPRESTABLE REDUCTION 
The field K is supposed to be algebraically closed and complete with respect 
to a non-archimedean valuation. On an analytic space X over K we will consider 
various sheaves of functions: M, 0, O”, 0 *, O”*, O(l)*. Their sections on an 
admissible subset U of X are: the meromorphic functions on U, the holo- 
morphic functions on U, the holomorphic functionsfon U satisfying If(u)1 I 1 
for all u E U, the holomorphic functions f on U with f (u) #0 for all u E U, the 
holomorphic functions f on U with 1 f (u)l = 1 for all u E U, and the holomorphic 
functions f on U satisfying 1 f(u) - 1 I < 1 for all u f5 U. 
A prestable reduction r:X-* Y of some non-singular complete curve X over 
K is a reduction such that the only singularities of Y are ordinary double points. 
Such a reduction is called stable if every irreducible component of Y which is 
isomorphic to Ip’ meets the other components in at least 3 points. A prestable 
reduction can easily be changed into a stable reduction. (Compare [4] Ch. V 
(2.2)) 
In (1.1) we summarize some techniques of rigid analytic geometry. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. X denotes a one-dimensional analytic space over K 
which is regular and has a finite pure affinoid covering U and a corresponding 
analytic reduction r :X+ Y. 
(1.1.1) If every irreducible component of the curve Y (over the residue field 
K of K) is complete then X is a non-singular complete curve over K. Moreover 
X and Y have the same arithmetic genus. 
(1.1.2) If every connected component of Y contains at least one non-complete 
irreducible component of Y then X is an affinoid space. In this case O(X) 
is a subring of O(Y) = O,(Y) of finite codimension over K. The inclusion 
O(X)C O(Y) induces a morphism r: Y+X, where X denotes the canonical 
reduction of X. Let S c X be the finite set consisting of the points r(Z) where 
Z is a complete irreducible component of Y. Then T: Y - r- ‘(S)+X- S is an 
isomorphism and r5- ‘(S) is the union of the complete components of Y. 
REMARK. In [4] p. 139-144, a proof of (1.1) is given. This proof is however 
not very detailed and sometimes insufficient. (See the appendix.) 
(1.2) For any reduced curve Y over R (i.e. Y is a reduced algebraic variety over 
R such that every irreducible component has dimension 1) we denote by Y, the 
“completion” of Y, the unique complete curve Y which contains Y as an open 
subset and such that Y- Y is a finite set of regular points. We will call Y- Y 
the points at infinity of Y. We define the genus g(Y) of Y by g(Y) = g( Y) = the 
arithmetic genus of Y. Let c(Y) = c(Y) denote the number of connected compo- 
nents of Y and Y. The usual calculation of g(Y) ([4] p. 158) gives the formula 
g(Y)-c(Y)= C (g(z)-1)+ 1 dim ‘Y,P/Oy,r, 
Z PSY 
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in which 2 denotes the irreducible components of Y, z” denotes the completion 
of the normalization of Z; g(z’) denotes the genus of 2; ar,P denotes the 
normalization of the local ring Oy,P; the dimension means the dimension as a 
vector space over R. 
PROPOSITION. Let Y be a reduced curve. 
(1.2.1) Let U be an open subset of Y, then g(U)Ig(Y). 
(1.2.2) Let I/ denote an open connected subset of Y. Then g(U) = g( Y) holds 
if and only ifi 
(a) the points of U- U are points of multiple intersection on Y. (0 denotes the 
closure of U) 
(b) g(Y- U)=O 
(c) every connected component of Y- U meets ii in at most one point. 
(1.2.3) Let X be a regular, one-dimensional, affinoid space over K with some 
analytic reduction r : X-* Y. There exists a non-singular complete curve X over 
K with analytic reduction i: X+ Y and an isomorphism v, : X+F- ‘(Y) such 
that the reductions r and io y, of X coincide. 
(1.2.4) The curve X is not unique but its genus g(X) depends only on X. One 
has g(X) = g(X) where X denotes the canonical reduction of X. 
(1.2.5) For X as in (1.2.3) we define the genus of X, g(X), by g(X) =g(X). 
One has g(X) = 0 if and only if X is isomorphic to an affinoid subspace of IF”. 
(1.26) For any affioid subspace U of X (as in (1.2.3)) one has g(U)Sg(X). 
PROOF. (1.2.1) We may suppose that Y= ‘E. Let 6 denote the closure of U 
in Y. The surjective morphism of sheaves O,+Oo gives g(0) sg(Y). Let 
q E U- U then 
g(UU{q})-c(UU{q})=g(U)-c(U)+dimO U,qq/Oo,,. 
Let U,, . . . . U, (with s = c(U)) denote the connected components of U. Suppose 
that q E Ui for 1 I is a and q $ Ui for i> a. Then c( UU {q}) = c(U) - a + 1 and 
dim ’ 0, q/00,,? a - 1. This implies g(U) <g(UU (4)). The statement follows 
now by induction. 
(1.2.2) We recall that a point p is called a multiple intersection if p is non- 
singular on every component passing through p and the tangents at those 
irreducible components are linearly independent (Compare [S]). 
The condition g(U) = g(U) is equivalent with: every point of 6- U is non- 
singular on 6. Going from 0 to Y by adding irreducible components one by 
one the statement (1.2.2) is easily verified. 
(1.2.3) This is proved in 171. 
(1.2.4) According to (1.1.2) the construction of X does not depend on the 
choice of the reduction of X. 
(1.2.5) g(X) = 0 implies that g(X) = 0 and that every connected component of 
8 is a iPi. On the other hand the canonical reduction of an affinoid subspace 
of IP’ is explicitely known. In particular one knows that g(X) = 0. 
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(1.2.6) One can construct an analytic reduction r: X+ Y such that LI= r-‘(O) 
for some open 0 of Y. Apply now (1.2.1). 
(1.3) Our first attack at the singular points of a reduction is the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a regular, one-dimensional, affinoid space (or a 
complete non-singular curve) with an analytic reduction r : X-r Y and a singular 
point qE Y. Suppose that every affioid subspace of r-‘(q) has genus zero. 
Then q is an ordinary multiple point. Moreover, if q is an ordinary multiple 
point in the reduction r: X+ Y, then X has a reduction r’: X-+ Y’ refining r such 
that the resulting morphism 5: Y + Yyields an isomorphism Y’- 5-‘(q)? Y-q 
and such that the singular points PE Y’ lying in r-‘(q) are ordinary double 
points lying on two different irreducible components of Y’. 
PROOF. A point q is called on ordinary multiple point if the completion 6,, 
of the local ring O,, has the form R[X,,...,X,J/Cx,x,, Ili<jln). In [8] it is 
shown that the condition on q in the proposition implies that q is an ordinary 
multiple point. In the construction of the refinement r’ of r we may replace X 
and Y by r-‘(U) and U where U is some open neighbourhood of q. So we may 
suppose that X is affinoid and connected, that Y =X is the canonical reduction 
of X, that q is the only singular point of R= Y and that O(X)’ contains an 
element t, such that 7 has a zero, only at q and that it is a zero of order 1 for 
every point of the normalization of Y lying above q. 
Take Q E IX*/, OCQC 1, close enough to 1; let s: X-2 denote the reduction 
of X with respect to the covering {xEX~I~(X)IIQ}, {xEXII~(X)IZQ}. The 
canonical map Z-X= Y is denoted by cr. Let Y,, . . . , Y, denote the components 
of Y. The map cr : Z - CT -l(q)+ Y - q is an isomorphism. We write Yi’ for the 
closure of a-‘(Yi-q) and Zj (1 ~j~a) for the components of a-‘q. 
In general we use the following notation for a singular point b of a curve: 
n(b) is the number of points on the normalization lying above b. Let S denote 
the set of singular points of Z. Since s- ‘(S) c {XC X 1 It(x)1 < l} = r-‘(q) we 
known that every singular point of Z is an ordinary multiple point and lies on 
some Zj. Write So = {p E S I p lies on some Yj’ } and S1 = S - Se. 
For Q sufficiently close to 1, {XE X 1 It(x)1 se} is a connected affinoid sub- 
space of IP’ with n(q) holes. The reduction of this affinoid space is (U Zj - So); 
moreover (U Zj - S,+’ has n(q) new points. The canonical map of (U Zj - So)” 
to Z induces a surjective map r : (U Zj - So)“- (U Zj - So)+S,. For every point 
p E So one has n(p) - 12 the number of elements in r- l(p). If equality occurs 
then p lies as a regular point on a single Yi’. Using g(Y) =g(Z) and 
g( U Zj - SO) = 0 one calculates n(q) = CPss, (n(p) - 1). We draw the following 
conclusions: 
(i) each Yi’ is non-singular. 
(ii) for each p E So; n@p) < n(q) or s= 1 and So consists of two points with 
n(p,) = n(p2) = 2. 
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The affinoid space {XC X 1 It(x)1 SQ} lies in IP’ and has, as is well known, a 
reduction with only ordinary double points and regular components. So 
s:X-+Z can be refined to a reduction s’:X-*Z’ such that the new singular 
points p are already ordinary double points lying on two components or are 
ordinary multiple points with n@) <n(q). Repeating the construction above for 
the new singular points (a number of times) one obtains the required r’:X-+ Y’. 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. Let X be a regular one-dimensional affinoid space (or a 
non-singular complete curve) and let q be a singular point of an analytic 
reduction r : X+ Y. 
There exists a reduction r’: X-t Y’ refining r such that the resulting morphism 
r: Y’+ Y has the properties: 
(i) r: Y’-r-‘(q)-*Y-q is an isomorphism. 
(ii) For every irreducible component Z of Y we denote by Z + the closure of 
t- ‘(Z - q) in Y’. For every a E Z + with r(a) = q the point a is an ordinary 
double point lying on two components of Y’. 
PROOF. We may suppose that X is affinoid with Y as its canonical reduction, 
that q is the only singular point of Y and that there exists a t E O(X)’ such 
that q is the only zero of T on Y. For Q E IK *I, O<Q < 1 we define U(Q) = 
={x~X/It(x)l~e}. F or 0% <w 1 we have g(v(e1))1g(ll(e2))sg(X). 
Hence for Q > some e. we have that g(U(e)) is connected and g( U(e)) is 
constant. This implies that {xEXIe,IIt(x)(~e,} with Q~<Q~IQ~<~, is an 
affinoid space of genus zero according to (1.2). Let s:X+Z denote the 
reduction with respect to the pure affinoid covering {xe X 1 It(x)1 <eo}, 
{x~XIlt(x)lwo). Th e singular points p of Z with s-l@) C {xe X I e. < 
< I t(x)/ < 1) are according to (1.3) ordinary multiple points and s can be refined 
to a reduction r’: X+ Y’ with the required properties. 
(1 S) The local genus 
The local genus of a complete non-singular curve X is the minimal number 
n such that X has a finite affinoid covering { U,, . . . , US} with g( Vi) in for all i. 
We note that every finite affinoid covering of X can be refined to a finite pure 
affinoid covering. This easily follows from the statement that every affinoid 
subspace of X is a finite union of affinoid subsets of the form {x~ X I I fi(x)j 5 
51, . . . . Ifs( 5 1) where fi, .-,f, are meromorphic functions on X. 
Hence, if the local genus of X is n then X has an analytic reduction r: X+ Y 
where Y is the finite union of open subsets Yi (i= 1, . . ..s) with g( Yi) in. Every 
singular point of q of Y belongs to some Yi and can be seen as a singular point 
in the reduction Yj of some non-singular complete curve Xi containing r- ‘( Yi). 
Let r: X+ Y be a reduction and q a (singular) point of Y. The genus of q, g(q), 
is defined as min {g(U)lU open, q E U}. The proof of the existence of an 
analytic prestable reduction of X will be given with induction on the genus of 
X. We only need to show that X has a reduction r: X-* Y such that every 
singular point q is either an ordinary multiple point or has g(q) < genus of X. 
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LEMMA. Suppose that every analytic reduction of the curve X of genus g>O 
contains a singular point, which is not an ordinary multiple point and which 
has genus g. The every analytic reduction r : X+ Y has the following properties: 
(i) Let q denote the singular point, not an ordinary multiple point, with 
g(q) = g. Then Y - q has genus 0. 
(ii) every connected component of Y- q has precisely one point at infinity. 
(iii) r- ‘( Y - q) is a finite disjoint union of closed disks. 
PROOF. We use the refinement r’:X+ Y’ of r:X+ Y constructed in (1.4). It 
has again a bad singular point q’ with g(q’) = g. Using (1.2.2) one finds now (i) 
and (ii). Further (ii) implies (iii). 
(1.6) A special case of stable reduction 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a non-singular complete curve over K. Suppose 
that the jield K is algebraically closed, maximally complete and that \K *I = 
= {r E RI r > 0). Then X has a prestable reduction. 
PROOF. Let us suppose that every reduction of X has a singular point q, 
which is not an ordinary multiple point and has g(q) =g = the genus of X. 
According to (1.5) it suffices to deduce a contradiction from this. Let f : X-+ lP1 
be a non-constant meromorphic function and let 9I denote the family of 
affinoid subsets A of IP’ such that gdf- ‘A) = g. For any Al, A2 E 91 there exists 
a pure covering U of IP’ and open subsets O,, O2 of the corresponding reduction 
rO: iP’+(lP’, V) such that Ai = ri ‘(Oi) for i = 1,2 and such that the only singu- 
larities of (IF”, U) are ordinary double points. V= f - ‘U is a pure covering 
of X with reduction r: X+(X, v) = Y and there is an induced morphism 
J: Y+(lP’, U). Let qE Y be the singular point with g(q)=g and q is not an 
ordinary multiple point. Put p =$(q). Since g( Y - q) = 0 one has p E O1 r)02. If 
p is not a singular point then there exists a closed disk BC r{ ‘(p) with BE A. 
If p is singular then for some closed ringdomain BCr; ‘@) one has BE 3. In 
both cases Al nA2 3 BE 91 where B is closed disk or a closed ringdomain. This 
implies, using the hypothesis on K, that B= nAEPl A is either a point, a closed 
disk or a closed ringdomain. For any point 1 E Ip’ one easily shows the 
existence of a small disk D containing h such that f -‘D has genus zero. This 
contradicts nAEEl A = (12). In the other two cases we make a reduction 
rO: lP’+(lP’, U) such that B=ri ‘(0) for some open 0. If p~0 then there exists 
a CE % with C$ B which contradicts nAEPl A = B. If p@-0 then there exists 
C? B, C a closed disk or a closed ringdomain with C$ %. This contradicts again 
n AEOl A = B and the proof is finished. 
(1.7) A lemma on valued fields 
It is not easy to remove in proposition (1.6) the conditions: K maximally 
complete and IK *I = {r E iT?lr>O}. In this section we will remove the last 
condition and we will show: 
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(1.7.1) PROPOSITION. Let X be a complete non-singular curve over K. 
Suppose that K is maximally complete and algebraically closed. Then X has a 
prestable reduction. 
PROOF. We follow the proof of (1.6) and conclude that nAEr, A has, for a 
suitable parameter z of Ipr, the form 
Let L>K be a field satisfying L=K, IL*l={r~iRlr>O}, L is maximally 
complete (and hence L is also algebraically closed). Put X *= Xx,L and let 
g(n) denote the genus of {x E X * 1 If(x)1 I A}. This function is increasing and 
according to (1.7.2) and (1.2.2) a jump in the g(n) occurs only for some 
I E I K *I. Hence Lo = 0 or & E I K * I and we can continue the proof of (1.6) and 
obtain thus a contradiction. A similar argument shows that A,, A2 E I K *I and 
the reasoning of (1.6) leads again to a contradiction. This proves (1.7.1). 
(1.7.2) PROPOSITION. Let X and K be as in (1.7.1) and let f:X-+P’ be a 
non-constant meromorphic function. For any A E I?, A > 0, A $ I K *I, there exists 
el,e2~JK*I with Q,<A<Q, and such that {xEXIel~If(x)l~e2} has genus 
zero and is in fact a finite disjoint union of ringdomains in P’. In particular 
{xEXIIf(x)Izze,} and {x~Xllf(x)l<e2} have the same genus. 
REMARK. The values I E IK*l where g(A)=the genus of {x~X\lf(x)l IA} 
jumps are called the critical values off. For any et, e2 E IK *I with et 541~ such 
that [el,e2] contains no critical values one finds according to (1.7.2) that 
{x~Xle~~lf(x)l~~~} has genus zero. 
PROOF OF (1.7.2). Let L > K be an extension of K as in the proof of (1.7.1) 
and put X *= Xx,L. Since X * has a prestable reduction one sees that, if 
~x~x*llf(x)l=~~ is a finite disjoint union of ringdomains then the same holds 
for {xEX*Ie,rIf(x)l<e2} where el,e2e IK*J are close to I and et<A<ez. 
Further 
{xEX*~e,~If~x~lre2}=~XEX(e~~If~~~l~e2~~K~ 
and {XE X 1 er I If (x)1 IQ*} have the same canonical reduction since R= t. 
Hence {xEX\el~If(x)i~ed is also a disjoint union of ringdomains. 
Suppose now that A < 1. 
Put A = O({XE X \I f(x)1 I l}) which is finite extension of K(T) where T is 
identified with f E A. 
We put F= K( T, T- ‘; ,I, A- ’ ) = the ring consisting of all Laurent series 
C a,T” with lim la$.“=O. 
n= -cc 
On F we put the usual norm I/ 1 a,T”I( =max (la$“). One easily sees that F 
is a complete field extension of K. Moreover one has 
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Since F is field and A OK< r) F has no nilpotents one has that A OK< r) F is a 
direct sum of finite field extensions of F. According to (1.7.3) every finite field 
extension of F has the form K(s,s-‘* ,fip-‘) for some PE IT?, p>O, ,~f$ IK*l. 
Further K(s,s-l;~~-l)~)yL=L(u,u-l;l,l) with u=as and aeL with 
Ial =p-‘. This finally gives 
O((XEX*(If(X)I=~})= ,& L(Ui,U;‘;l,l). 
This means that every connected component of {XE X* 1 If(x)1 = A} is iso- 
morphic to the ringdomain {z EL 11 zI = 1 } . 
(1.7.3) LEMMA. Let the field K be maximally complete and algebraically 
closed. PutF,=K(T,T-‘;&I-‘) forsome AEIR, A>O, A$IK*l. Then every 
finite field extension F of F0 has the form K(s, s- ‘;,u,,u- ’ > for some p $ IR, 
,u>O, ,u $ JK *I and [F: F,,] is equal to the ramification index of F IFO. 
PROOF. A purely inseparable extension F> F0 of degree p = char K is con- 
tained in Fdlp = K( T1’P, T- (1’p); A”“, L -(1’p)). Since [Fd’p : FO] =p we have 
F= Fd’p and the statement holds for F. We have now to consider a separable 
extension FOc F= FO(a). Let P denote the minimal polynomial of a over F,. 
For a polynomial Q with coefficients in K(T), Q close enough to P, the field 
F contains a root b and Q is again irreducible over FO. Then [K(T)(b) : K( T)] = 
= [F: F,,] = d. Let II II denote the valuation on K(T) induced by F, then the 
spectral norm 11 I, on K(T)(b) is again a valuation. For any K-subspace H of 
K(T)(b) we introduce a K-vectorspace gr(H) defined as 
This graded object is a module over the graded ring gr(K). 
Let R denote the integral closure of K[T] in K(T)(b) and R - the integral 
closure of K[T-‘1 in K(T)(b). Let R(n) denote the finite dimensional K-vector- 
space of the elements f E R satisfying T-“f is integral over MT-‘]. The 
Riemann-Roth formula gives for n 9 0 that 
dim R(n) = nd + 1 -g (g = genus of K(T)(b)). 
Hence lim,,, l/n dim R(n) = d = [F: F,,]. The hypothesis K maximally 
complete implies that R(n) has an orthogonal base over K. This implies that 
gr(R(n)) is a free gfiK)-module of rank dim, R(n). 
Let e denote the ramification index of K(T)(b) over K(T) and choose some 
KC&?(~) with Ilnll~= IITjl. Th en every absolute value in K(T)(b)* has the 
form lj~ll~ljTll”lAl with Olice, neh and IAIEJK*I. Hence gr(K(T)(b)) is a 
vectorspace over R with basis { [/nl/fll T/InP]JO~i<e; n EZ; BE IK *I}. The sub- 
space gr(R) has a basis over K of the form [ll7r[flTi”/3] with O%i<e; 
mzm+(i); /~EIK*I. In the same way gr(R-) has a K-base of the form 
[~n~~~~~Tllm~] with Oli<e; mlm-(i); BE IK*l. 
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Then gr(R(n)) is contained in {<E gr(R)I T-“< l gr(R -)} and the rank of 
gr(R(n)) as gr(K)-module is then bounded by n.e. + constant. It follows that 
e=d. Then F is a finite extension of K~=K(rc,n-‘;Ilnls,II~ll;‘> and has 
ramification index 1. From the above if follows that F= @$ and the proof is 
finished. 
(1.8) REMARKS. In order to remove the condition “K maximally complete” 
from (1.7.1) one needs again a result in valuation theory. Namely: 
(1.8.1) Let K be complete and algebraically closed, F,= K(t) an extension of 
K with F’,=R, IF*/ =IK*l, and F>F, a finite field extension. Then there 
exists an element s E F such that F= K(s). 
A direct proof of this statement is recently provided in the preprint [9]. In 
the final part of our proof of existence of prestable reductions we will use 
another method. We will use marked points or divisor classes on the curve X 
which are rational or algebraic over the field of definition of X. One possibility 
would be to take the Weierstrass points of X. We have chosen for another: the 
divisorclasses on X of order I where 1 is a prime number different from char R. 
(1.9) THEOREM. Every non-singular complete curve over K has a pre.W& 
reduction. 
PROOF. Suppose again that every reduction of X contains a point q, which is 
singular, not an ordinary multiple point and g(q) = g = (the genus of X) # 0. 
According to (1.5) we must lead this to a contradiction. Let the divisor class 
[D] have prime order I, 1 #char R, and let f be a meromorphic function on X 
with divcf) = ID. According to (1.7) there exists a minimal 1 E 1 K *I such that 
the genus of {XC X 1 If(x)1 (A} is #O. L.et r: X+ Y denote the reduction with 
respect to the pure affinoid covering (x E X 1 If(x)\ I A}, {x E X 1 If(x)1 2 A}. The 
singular point q of Y with g(q) =g, q not an ordinary multiple point, must 
satisfy r-‘(q)c_ {XEX IIf =A}. Let U,C Y be a neighbourhood of q with 
r-‘(Ul)C{xEXIIf(x)I=~) and let U, = Y-q. Since r- ‘U, is the union of 
closed disks we have f = higf (i= 1,2) where gi is meromorphic on r-‘Ui and 
hie O(r-‘Ui)O*. One has grg;’ E O(r-‘U&‘* and the reduction g,gz’ E 
E O(U,,) * is a I-cocycle for Y and 0: of order 1. An easy calculation shows 
that H’(Y, 0:) has no elements #O of order 1. Hence grg;’ is a trivial 
1-cocycle after possibly shrinking Ul . SO there are ki E O(r- ‘Vi)‘* with 
E1(~2)-1=glg~1. Hence grg; ’ = k,k; ‘(1 + u) for some u E O(r- ’ Urz) with 
spectral norm ()u(I < 1. Further (grgz ‘)I= k{k<‘(l + u)‘= h; ‘hz implies that the - - 
elements hik,“E O,(U,)* coincide on U, fl U,. So hl kc’= h2k;’ is a constant 
(in R*). After changing kl and k2 by an element in K * we may assume that - __ 
hlk;‘=h2k;‘=1. Then (l+u)=(l+(h;lkf-l))l”(l+(hzk;‘-l))l”. This 
means that g,g;’ =mlm~ ’ holds for suitable elements mi E O(r- ’ Vi)’ *. 
The meromorphic function g on X with restriction g,m; ’ on r- ’ Vi (i = 1,2), 
satisfies div(g)= D. This contradicts our assumption on D. 
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$2. DIVISOR CLASSES OF ORDER I 
In this section we try to find explicit constructions of a prestable reduction 
of X (or reductions with not too bad singularities). K is supposed to be algebrai- 
cally closed and complete. X is a non-singular complete irreducible curve over 
K with genus g. For a prime number I, I#char K, the multiplication by I on 
Pit(X) = (divisors on X/principal divisors) is known to have a kernel z (Z/,)2g. 
Let D i, . . . , D2s denote divisors of degree 0 on X such that their images in 
Pit(X) form a basis of (Z/,)2g over E/,. Let fin M(X)* denote a meromorphic 
function on X with div (J) = IDi. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let r:X+ Y be an analytic reduction of X and U0 a 
covering of Y by affine Zariski-open subsets of Y. Suppose that there exists, 
for each U E &,, elements gu,i E M(r- ’ U) * such that hgc,: E O(r- * U)‘* for 
i=l , . . . ,2g. Then every singular point of Y is a multiple intersection. 
PROOF. Let U be any open covering of Y refining U. and let r: U+Uo satisfy 
Ucr(U) for every UEU. For a=(a,,...,~z~~)~Z~~ and UEU we write: 
gU,i=the restriction to r-‘U of g~(U),i;g,(a)=g~1...g~2~; 
f(a) =fpI . . . f2; h,(a) is the image in O(V) * off (a)g,(a)-‘E O(r- ‘U)‘*. 
For U, VEU we have ho(a)hv(a)-’ ~(0(Lr(l V)*)’ and we can write 
ha(a)hv(a)- ’ = k, v(a)’ with k, v(a) E O(Ufl V)*. For V, V, WE U we have 
that kvv(a)kw(a)kwu(a) belongs to pr(Ufl Vfl W) where pr is the constant 
sheaf on Y with group pl, the I-th roots of unity. 
Since Y has dimension 1 the group H2(Y,p,) =O. After refining U we may 
suppose that the 2-cocycle above is trivial. After changing each k, ,,(a) with a 
suitable element of p,(CJtl V) we may suppose that {k,, &a)} is a 1-cocycle for 
0: on Y. Further {k:,,(a)} is a trivial I-cocycle. In this way one obtains a 
homomorphism 
yl:h2s-+ker (.I,H’(Y,Oc))=I$ ker (.I;~l(U,Oj!)), 
U 
where the limit is taken over all refinements U of Uo. 
For a E Zk with v(a) = 0 there exists an open covering U of Y finer than Ue 
such that the 1-cocycle {ka,v(a)} is trivial. Write ku,v(a)=l,(a)l,(a)-l with 
fo(a)E O(Lr). * Then ha(a)t;‘(a) = h.(a)/;‘(a) holds on rXl V and the 
{ha(a)&‘(a)} glue to an element of O(Y)* = R *. After changing each I,(a) by 
the same constant in R* we can write h,(a) = It,(a)’ for every U. Let 
La~o(r-‘U)~* have image Ib(a)EO(U)*. Then f(a)=go(a)‘Lb(l +m,) on 
r-‘U where rnaE O(r-‘U) has spectral norm < 1. The element 1 + mu has an 
I-th root, namely En?,, (‘,“) rnc and so there are elements n&a) EM(~-‘U)* 
with f(a) = na(a)’ on r- ‘U. The element q,(a) is determined upto an element 
in p,(U) and so {no(a)nv(a)-‘} is a 1-cocycle for pl. We have obtained a 
homomorphism w : ker q+H’( Y,p,). Let a E ker qr have w(a) = 0. The 
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I-cocycle (n,(a)n,(a)-‘} is then trivial (after refining U) and it follows 
that f(a) E (M(X) *)‘. Hence a E LZ 2g So we have found a homomorphism .
Q : (Z/,)2g+ ker ( . I, H’( Y, 0:)) and an injective homomorphism 4 : ker 7’ 
-+H’( Y,P,) = H’( Y, U,). It follows that 
dim,,, ker ( . 1, H’( Y, OF)) 12g - dimz,, H’( Y, Z/I). 
According to the next lemma this implies that every singular point of Y is a 
multiple intersection. Moreover @ is surjective and 7 is bijective. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let Y be a reduced, connected, complete curve over Z? with 
arithmetic genus g. Let 1 be a prime number, l+char E. Then 
dimz,, ker ( .I, H’( Y, 0;)) + dim,,, H’( Y, H/,) 
is equal to 
2 - 2 C (dim 0 
PEY 
p/~p - 00) - 1)) - Ey 00) - CL@) 
where or, denotes the integral closure of Or; n(p) the number of maximal 
ideals of or, and c(p) the number of irreducible components of Y passing 
through p. 
PROOF. H’( Y, Or) and H’( Y, OF) are calculated by using the normalization 
of Y. In the calculation of ker (. 1, H’( Y, 0:)) one uses further that the group 
‘P’/~, has the form (l? ) * ‘@)- ‘XV, where V is a unipotent linear group. In 
parti&lar ker (.l,o~*/~~.) has dimension n(p)- 1 over Z/l. 
We note that dim ‘P/~,= n(p) - 1 is equivalent with p is an ordinary 
multiple point; that c(p)< n@) and finally that dim ‘p% = c@) - 1 is equi- 
valent with p is a multiple intersection. 
(2.3) COROLLARY. Let r:X-* Y denote some analytic reduction of the 
complete non-singular curve X. Let H denote the subgroup of the a E 22g such 
that f (a) E (M(r- ’ U) *)‘O(r- ’ U)‘* for all U is some finite open affie covering 
of Y. There exists an exact sequence 
O-+H1(Y,Z/1)-+H/,z2g+ker (.l,H1(Y,OG))+O. 
In particular the converse of (2.1) is valid. 
PROOF. The proof is rather similar to the one of (2.1). One has to show 
that 7: H/,z2g+ker (.l, H’( Y, 0:)) is surjective. A 1-cocycle {&V} of 
order 1 for 0; is easily seen to lift to a I-cocycle {vu, V} of order 1 with 
qu,vEO(r-lUnv, . ‘* The sheaf M * of invertible meromorphic functions on 
X is cohomologically trivial. This can be deduced from the exact sequence of 
sheaves O+O~+M~+Divx-+O on X. Hence 
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and 
From f&fi’=g”g;’ one deduces the existence of fEM(X)* with f/r-‘U 
equals guf;' for every UE U. Clearly divcf) = ID for some divisor D on X. 
Hence f = f (cr)g’ for some g E M(X) *. Then a E H and (p(o) = r. In a similar 
way one shows that I: ker +H’(Y,Z/I) is bijective. 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let r: X+ Y denote some reduction of the non-singular 
complete curve X. Let p E Y denote a point which is a multiple intersection. For 
any f EM(X)* such that divdf) is divisible by I there exists an open containing 
p and gEM(r-‘U)* such that fg-‘eO(r-‘U)‘*. 
PROOF. Let r+ :X-, Y+ denote a reduction which has only multiple inter- 
sections as singular points and which is obtained from Y by applying the 
method of 0 1 to each qE Y which is not yet a multiple intersection. The 
canonical map Y + + Y is an isomorphism in some neighbourhood of p and so 
(2.4) follows from (2.3). 
(2.5) COROLLARY. x, f,,...,f, are defined as in (2.1). Let fi :X* IP’ have 
critical values A, ’ < . . . C AiS m(i) in 1 K *I and let Vi denote the pure covering of 
X by the sets 
Let U denote the pure covering U, fl . . . tl U,, which refines every Vi. Then the 
only singularities of the associated reduction X-(X, U) are ordinary multiple 
points. 
PROOF. Let Y+ denote the reduction of X obtained by applying (1.3) to the 
ordinary multiple points of Y= (X, U). For a singular point q E Y which is not 
an ordinary multiple point we know that each fi has constant absolute value in 
r- ‘U for some open U containing q, since (x E X 1 er I I film ez} has genus 
zero if [Q~,Q~] contains no critical value off;. This means that Y + satisfies the 
conditions of (2.1) and so all the points of Y+ are multiple intersections. It 
follows that all the (singular) points of Y are ordinary multiple points. 
(2.6) EXAMPLE. Hyperelliptic curves with char Rf2. 
Let Q : X+ iP’ be an hyperelliptic curve ramified in 2g + 2 points al, . . . , azg+ 2 E 
E KC IP’ with affine equation y2 = (x- al) . . . (x- a2r+2). Then 
fi=(X-Ui)(X-ai+‘)-’ (i= 1, . . ..2g) 
satisfies divCf;:) = 2Di and D’, . . . , D2g represent a base of the divisor classes of 
order 2 over Z/2. For any ringdomain {a E IP’ 1 la( = A} with L E (K *I which 
contains no ramification points of h one can show that A;:-‘{ao IP’I Ial =A} 
consists of a disjoint union of ringdomains. 
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This implies that the critical values of f;: :X-P?’ are contained in the set 
{(J(Uj)l)irjl2g+2; i#j#i+ l}. We give IP’ the reduction 
wl, {@I, **a, a2,+2>)= yo 
which separates the points {ai, ...,a2g+2 }. (Compare with [4] Ch. V (3.1)). Let 
U. denote the pure affinoid covering of P’ corresponding to Y. and let 
U=~p-‘(Uo) give rise to the reduction Y of X. The covering U is finer than the 
one proposed in (2.5) and so we know that the only singularities are ordinary 
multiple points. The situation is in fact better than that. The components of Y 
are non-singular and the only singularities of Y are ordinary double points. 
(2.7) EXAMPLE. Curves with good reduction. 
Let X denote a curve over K with genus gr 1 and r:X+ Y a reduction such 
that Y is a non-singular complete curve over R of genus g. Let fi, . . . . f2g be as 
in (2.1). Suppose that divCfi)= /( I:=, xi-gxo) for suitable x0,x1, . . . . x~EX. 
Then there exists a zero or a pole a of one of the f2, . . . . f2g such that Y is the 
reduction of X with respect to the pure covering. 
PROOF. For fe M(X) there exists an open non-empty UC Y such that f has no 
poles on r-‘U. We put [fly= the spectral norm off on r-‘U. (This does not 
depend on the choice of U.) Let IAl = Ifily. Then Y is clearly the reduction of 
X with respect to the covering {xEXII~~(X)I~~~\}, {xEXII~~(X)I~~IZI}. We 
have to determine IAl. 
Let fi denote the rational function Y which equals n-if, on U. Then one 
easily sees that divCf ) = I( cf=, r(xj) - gr(xo)). For i = 1, . . . ,2g one defines x in 
a similar way. The divisors I-‘divG) on Y form a basis of ker(. I,H’( Y), 0:)) 
according to (2.3). The divisor classes on Y of order 1 with support in 
{tixo), ***, r(x,)} form a vectorspace over h/l of dimension Ig. Hence some 
divisor I- ‘divG) must have a support, not contained in {T(xg), . . . , r(x,)} . So 
for some zero or pole a of some fi we have r(a) $ {4x0), . . . . r(xg)}. Then 
Ifi (a)1 = II 1 since f, has constant absolute value on r- ‘(Y - { rxo, . . . , rx,}). 
(2.8) EXAMPLE. Elliptic curve with char R=2. 
We consider the elliptic curve X as a degree 3 curve in P2 in the usual way 
and equipped with the degree 2 map (p:X-+lP’. Let al, . . . . a9 = 00 denote the 
nine flex points of X. Assume that X has a good reduction r:X+ Y. We could 
apply (2.7) with f=3 to find Y. Instead we will use ~0. The image under bp of 
r-‘(Y-r(a)) is an affinoid subset 2 of IP’ such that the canonical reduction 
of 2 has only one component and only one point at infinity. Hence Z is a closed 
disk, say Z= {zoK 1 Iz- ml se}. Then clearly, Y is the reduction of X with 
respect to the covering (xEX~I~(X)-~~~Q}, {x~XIl~(x)-ml >Q}. We have 
to find Z. The elements ra i, . . . , rug E Y are distinct since by (2.3) the map 
ker(. 3, H’(X, O$))+ker(. 3,H’(Y, 0:)) is bijective. It follows that Z, is the 
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smallest closed ,disk in K containing bp(ar), . . . . &as). Hence m = ~(a~) and 
@=m~,.ic8 IP@i)-d~l)l- 
Suppose now that the stable reduction r:X+ Y is a rational curve with a 
node p. From (2.3) one derives that there are at least 3 distinct points in 
{r(4), -**, r(+)} - {p}. This permits again to find the image Z of r- I( Y-p) 
under p. We draw the following conclusion: Let U, denote the pure covering 
of IP’ corresponding with the reduction lP’+(lP’,S) which “separates” S 
where S= {~(a,), . . . . ~(a&}. Then CJ= Q - ‘(U,) induces a reduction (X, U) of X 
which has at most ordinary double points. 
(2.9) EXAMPLE. The elliptic curve y2 + y =x+ (a/x) with char K = 2. 
We take a E K *. There is only one elliptic curve left out, namely y2 + y =x3. 
After an obvious transformation the equation has the form y2 +xy =x3 + ax. 
The flex points are the points at infinity and the eight points (y,c) with 
c4+c3=a2. Take S={cEKIc4+c3=a2}. 
CASE (1): Ial < 1. 
With a slight abuse of notation the four roots are of the form: 1 + small, 
a2’3<i + small (i = 0, 1,2 and r3 a primitive third root of unity). The reduction 
(IP’, S) consists of only one line and IP’ + K (Ip’, S) = IPA is the ordinary reduction 
w.r.t. the variable t given by x= a2’3t. Put y = a2’3s then the affine equation of 
X has the form s2 + st = a2”t3 + a1’3t. The covering U of X is 
{{ZEXIIwIa {z~XIIt(Z)I~w. 
An easy calculation shows that the corresponding reduction Y has the form 
CASE (2): lal= 1. 
The points of S have absolute value 1 and their distances have absolute 
value 1. So (IP ‘, S) = IP; and the reduction of IF’:, is the usual reduction with 
respect to variable x. One easily verifies that Y is the non-singular curve given 
by the affine equation y2 +i =x3 + &x. 
CASE (3): Ial > 1. 
The four roots of c4 + c3 = a2 have absolute value Ial 1’2. Their distances have 
absolute value Ial . 1’3 Put a =d12+ d9 and let x=d6+ td4. The reduction 
(IP’, S) = IPk is the reduction with respect to the variable t. 
The equation is now y2+ (d6+ td4)y=d1’ + d13t +d14t2 +d12t3. After 
changing y into yd6 it becomes: y2 + (1 + td -2)y = d3 + dt + d2t2 + t3. After 
substitution of (a + dt +y) for y, where a2 + a = d3 one obtains an equation 
y2+(1+d-2t)y=ad-2t+d-1t2+t3. 
The pure covering of X is again given by 
Hz~xIIt(Z)I~l), {zEXIIt(Z)I~l}}. 
Using the last equation one easily verifies that the reduction Y is the non- 
singular curve given by the equation yz +y = t3. 
Q 3.THEALGEBRAIC VERSION 
An analytic reduction of an algebraic curve induces an algebraic reduction, 
as is shown in the following theorem. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let X be a reduced, projective curve over a complete and 
algebraically closed field K and let r : X+ Y denote an analytic reduction w.r. t. 
some finite pure covering of X. There exists a flat projective Spec (K’)-scheme 
x of finite presentation such that xxKoK=X and xxKoxz Y. If we consider X 
and Y as an open and closed subset of x then the map r:X+ Y is described by 
r(x) =(X>n Y. 
PROOF. Choose a very ample positive divisor E on X such that D=r*E is a 
very ample divisor on Y and such that the support S of D is contained in the 
set of regular points of Y. Let g = arithmetic genus of X= arithmetic genus of 
Y, then L(D) = H”( Y, O*(D) and L(E) = H’(X, Ox(E) are vectorspaces over R 
and K with the same dimension 1 - g + deg D = 1 -g + deg E. The set Y- S is 
affine and so r- ‘(Y- S) is affinoid with canonical reduction Y- S. So L(E) is 
a subspace of Ox(r- ‘(Y- S)). Since Ox(r- ‘(Y- S)) has an orthonormal base 
over K ([I] or [4] Ch. III (1.20)) it follows that L(E)’ is a free K”-module. The 
obvious map L(E)‘OR+L(D) is injective and hence an isomorphism. Let 
a0, . . . . aN denote a free base of L(E)’ over K”. The K”-algebra homomorphism 
a:KO[Xo, . . ..XN]* @ L(nE)‘, 
nzo 
given by a(Xi)=ai for i=O,..., N, is surjective and its kernel is a finitely 
generated ideal. This follows easily from the same properties of the map 
c@l~:RIXo, . . . . xN]+ @ L(nE)‘@R? @ L(d). 
nt0 II20 
Put 
This is a scheme of the required type. Moreover 
xxKoK= ProjK( nFO L(nD))zX 
since E is very ample, and 
xxKOR= ProjR( @ L(nD)) G Y 
If20 
since D is very ample on Y. The last statement of (3.1) can easily be verified. 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let X be a complete non-singular curve of genus 12 
over an algebraically closed field K which is complete w.r. t; a non-archimedean 
valuation. There exists a flat, projective Spec (K’)-scheme x of finite presen- 
tation, such that xxxoK=X and XX&? is a stable curve over K. 
PROOF. (1.9) and (3.1). 
The condition “algebraically closed” in (3.2) can be avoided. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Let X be a complete curve of genus L 2 over a complete 
field k. Assume that X is absolutely non-singular and irreducible. There exist 
a finite field extension I of k and a projective, flat Spec (lo)-scheme x of finite 
presentation such that xx,01 =Xxkl and such that xx,oiis a stable curve over 71 
PROOF. Let K denote the completion of the algebraic closure of k. We apply 
(3.1) and (1.9) to the curve X=XxkK with a divisor E which is rational over 
some finite field extension of k. For a suitable finite extension I of k, the 
elements a,, . . . , aN in the proof of (3.1) can be taken as rational functions on 
X’=Xxkl. For any nrl there are monomials M,,...,M, (with s=l -g+n 
deg E’) which form a free K”-bases of L&??)“. It follows that M,, . . ..M. form 
a free IO-basis of Lxl(nE)’ = Lx~(nE)fIL~(nE)“. The map 
/3:1°[Xo, . ..) &I+ @ L,l(nE)o, 
n>O 
again given by /3(Xi) = ai for i = 0, . . . , N, is surjective. Since the term 
0 Lx@9 0 
Ilk0 
is a free /‘-module, one finds that (ker /3)@i= ker (p@ 1~) is a finitely gene- 
rated ideal. It follows that ker p is finitely generated. Further 
- - 
(Lx~(nE)“@l)@rK=L(nD). 
One finds that 
x = Projd Go Lx@@‘) 
is of the required type; xx,01 z Xx1 is obvious and xxlis stable since (xxT)xKs Y 
is a stable curve. 
REMARK. (3.3) is the generalization of the result of P. Deligne and D. 
Mumford [2] mentioned in the introduction. 
APPENDIX. The following proof of (1.1) is due to the effort of Jean Fresnel 
in clarifying parts of [4]. 
PROOF OF (1.1.1). We follow roughly the method of (3.1). On X we consider 
a positive divisor E with image D = r,E such that the support S of D lies in the 
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set of regular points of Y and such that D is very ample. Let p(E) denote the 
associated invertible sheaf on X and let L(E) =H’(X, I(E)). For any open 
UC Y we define rJ?(E)‘( CI) to be the K”-module of the elements fE !$(E)(r- ’ V) 
whose restrictions to r-‘(V-S) are holomorphic functions with spectral 
norm 51. 
For a suitable open affine covering U of Y we put C = the Tech-complex of 
r&(E)’ with respect to U. Then C@R is the Tech-complex of 9(D) with 
respect to U and C@K is the Tech-complex of r,?(E) w.r.t. U. Since D is very 
ample we have H’(C@R) = 0 and H’(C@Z?) has dimension 1 -g(Y) + degree 
D. From [4] p. 140, 141 it follows that H’(C)=0 and @(C)=,5(E)’ is 
a free K”-module with L(E)‘@RzL(D). As in (3.1) one finds that 
x =Proj(@L(nE)‘) is a projective, flat, K”-scheme of finite presentation; 
xxZ?= Y and X1 =xxK is a projective curve over K. We have to prove that X1 
provided with its analytic structure is isomorphic to X. Using suitably defined 
Grothendieck-topologies on both X and X1. (See the forthcoming book on 
rigid-analytic spaces by S. Bosch, U. Giintzer, R. Remmert.) one can see that 
this amounts to producing a map q:X+X’ and two finite affinoid coverings 
(Ui) and (Vi’) such that each v, : Up U/ is an isomorphism of affinoid spaces. 
For an element TEL(TzE)’ with non-zero image in L(nD) one considers 
A(T) = the completion of (@L(nE))(r) with respect to the norm induced by the 
K”-submodule (@L(nJZ)‘)(r,. One can verify that A(T) is an affinoid algebra 
with reduction (@L(nD))(n (w.r.t. the norm above). Further SpA(T) identi- 
fies with {x1 EX’ 1 Is( I 1 for all h ELK’} =X’(T). In the analytic 
structure on X1, this set X’(T) is affinoid and O(X’(T))=A(T). 
One obtains for suitable elements T,, . . . . T, as above a finite affinoid 
covering X’(T,), . . . . X’(T,) of X1 such that the corresponding covering 
Vi= Sp((@L(nD))(r,,) of Y is finer than U. Each r- ’ Vi is then affinoid and 
has Ui as canonical reduction. For each i we have a natural map 
which extends by taking limits to tpi*:A(Ti)*Ox(r-‘Ui). Since 
c$:A(T,)+O,(~-~U~)=O,(U~) 
is an isomorphism, SO is pr. The maps pi:r-‘Ui+X’(Ti) glue together to 
p:X-+X’ with the required properties. 
PROOF OF (1.1.2). We suppose that X and Y are connected and apply (1.2.3) 
and (1.1.1) to them. Let E be a positive divisor on the complete non-singular 
curve X such that D=r*E has support Y- Y. According to [4] p. 141 there 
is an exact sequence O-L(n,!Z)O@R-+L(nD)-Tor[O(H1(C),R)*O. Since 
H’(C)@K= H’(C@R) = H’( Y, L(nD)) one has that dim To$(H’(C), R) 5 
<dim H’( Y,,5(nD)) is uniformly bounded. For n&-O there exists ~IsL(~E)’ 
such that JEL&D) has a pole at every point of Y- Y. The map f :X-+ Ip’ is 
finite and X=f -‘{A E IP’ 1111 I l}. This shows that X is affinoid. 
Again [4] p. 141, shows that O(X) = O(X) is subring of O(Y) of finite 
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codimension over R. The rings are equal if H’( Y, 0) = 0. Let f E O(X) be a 
non-zero-divisor which is zero on S = the image of the complete components of 
Y. Let FE O(X)’ be a lift off and put X’ = {XEX 1 IF’(x)1 = l}. Comparing the 
two reductions of X1 one finds O(X)f = O(Y),. In particular O(X) and O(Y) 
have the same total quotient rings and T: Y - r- ‘(S)+R- S is an isomorphism. 
The last statement of (1.1.2), namely: “r-‘(S) is the union of the complete 
components of Y”, is rather subtle. A proof is given in [8], Lemme 11. 
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